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Fast Probabilistic RAM Simulation of 
Single Tape Turing Machine Computations 
J. M. ROBSON 
Computer Science Department, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia 
A computation of a single tape Turing machine can be simulated by a 
probabilistic random access machine under the logarithmic cost criterion with a 
better than linear speedup. This implies that here are languages ofany degree of 
complexity on single tape Turing machines but recognised much faster by 
probabilistic or non-deterministic random access machines. The critical fact allow- 
ing the speed up is that he outcome of most occasions when the Turing machine 
head enters ablock of tape can be determined, without accessing the symbols inthe 
block, provided a small bit pattern isavailable which contains information on all 
possible such outcomes. A more complicated version of the simulation gives a 
similar average running time but also guarantees that he probability of exceeding 
this average by more than a constant factor tends to zero as the Turing machine's 
execution time increases. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
| .  INTRODUCTION 
Turing Machines with only a single tape, which is used both as input 
tape and as working space, appear to be a very inefficient method of com- 
putation, since all known simulations by them of other devices, even of two 
tape machines, run very slowly, typically increasing the number of steps 
required from T to f2(T2). It is surprising therefore that there are few 
results showing that other devices are strictly faster than single tape Turing 
machines (1TTMs). One such result given in (Dymond and Tompa, 1983) 
achieves a very considerable speedup but only by using an alternating Tur- 
ing machine, an artificial model vastly more powerful than merely non- 
deterministic machines. (Hopcroft etal., 1975) show a simulation of a 
multi-tape TM in O(T/ln T) instructions o15 a random access machine 
(RAM) but as observed in (Aho etal., 1974; Cook and Reckhow, 1973), 
the realistic way of measuring time on a RAM is the "logarithmic ost", 
where each instruction time includes components proportional to the 
logarithms of the operands and addresses involved, and under this cost 
function, the time of this simulation is O(T) as pointed out in (Dymond, 
1979), and no faster simulation is known even for the simpler case of 
1TTMs. (Dymond, 1981) shows a faster simulation using parallel RAMs. 
Paul has pointed out (personal communication) that the method of "rec- 
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tangles" used in (Hopcroft etal., 1975) to simulate a non-deterministic 
1TTM by a multi-tape non-deterministic TM will in fact give a simulation 
of a non-deterministic 1TTM by a non-deterministic RAM in time 
O( T/ln T). 
This paper presents a new o(T) simulation of 1TTMs by sequential 
RAMs under the logarithmic cost function provided n lnn=o(T). 
Although it does not use deterministic RAMs, the probabilistic (Rabin, 
1976) model used is much closer to reality than the alternating Turing 
machine or non-deterministic models. It is shown that a probabilistic RAM 
can simulate a deterministic 1TTM in expected time O(T/lnln T). It 
follows that there are languages recognised much faster by a probabilistic 
RAM than by a 1TTM and a similar argument can also be used to show 
languages recognised much faster by a non-deterministic RAM than by a 
1TTM. 
Most researchers would probably conjecture that for any reasonable 
function T, for each of the three steps from single tape Turing machines to 
multi-tape Turing machines to RAMs to probabilistic RAMs, there are 
languages whose time complexity is reduced from O(T) to o(T) by the step. 
None of these conjectures has yet been proved but this paper shows that 
for any reasonable T at least one of them is true. 
Moreover if we limit our attention further to easily computable slowly 
growing T (T(n+ 1))=O(T(n)), we can say a little more, namely that 
there is one of the three steps which for all such T reduces the complexity 
of some language from £2(T) to o(T); this is because a simple padding 
argument shows that the step which has this property for n" has it also for 
all such slowly growing T. 
2. SINGLE TAPE TURING MACHINES 
The simple feature of 1TTMs which makes fast simulation easy is that 
the sequence of symbols in a large block of+tape cells can be deduced easily 
from the symbols in the block at some time in the past and the "history" of 
the occasions on which the read/write head has been in the block since that 
past time. In the case of a deterministic 1TTM, it is sufficient o know the 
state of the machine on each occasion when it entered the block and the 
direction of entry on the first of these occasions, to be able to reconstruct 
all the changes that have occurred in the block. Thus most of the steps of 
the simulation can work on a bit pattern representing this history, which 
contains far fewer bits than the block of tape cells, and this reduction in the 
number of bit manipulations produces the speedup. 
A crucial aspect of the simulation is a table computed before the start of 
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the simulation proper giving, for each block configuration, information on 
all possible histories of up to O(ln In T) entries. 
Of course it is pointless to record the history and later use the history to 
reconstruct the actual changes in the block of tape cells. Instead random 
access memory is exploited by looking up the final contents of the block in 
a table indexed by the initial contents and the history. This happens 
whenever the history grows too large for the number of bits allowed for it. 
Provided the size of blocks is kept reasonably small (much less than In T) 
the required tables can be precomputed and stored in time o(T). Random 
access store can also be exploited to provide tables which solve the 
problem of lack of multiplication and division instructions in the basic 
RAM model (Cook and Reckhow, 1973). 
If these ideas are exploited to reduce the data manipulation costs, the 
total cost is dominated by address manipulation costs of t'2(T). This can be 
avoided by "paging" the history values for TM blocks close to the 
simulated read/write head into registers with low addresses and therefore 
low cost. When a number of these values have to be "paged out", they are 
packed into a single integer to avoid the address costs of moving them 
individually into high address registers. 
The (apparent) need for some degree of non-determinism in the 
simulation stems from the fact that the simulating machine carries out 
some operations each time the read/write head of the simulated machine 
crosses a block boundary. If a deterministic hoice was made of where 
block boundaries were to occur, the simulated machine might happen to 
spend a very large proportion of its steps crossing these boundaries, 
producing an expensive simulation. The simulation chooses any position 
for the boundaries probabilistically, relying on the fact that the average 
behaviour will be reasonable. 
A second useful fact about 1TTMs is that a computation of a machine 
with S states which halts on input of length n after T steps cannot have 
used more than n + 2Tlog S/log T tape cells. If it had used more tape than 
this, two tape boundaries outside the initially used portion of tape would 
have identical crossing sequences for crossings from left to right and that 
would imply that the computation must cycle indefinitely rather than halt. 
This fact provides bounds on the time spent initialising the array 
representing the TM tape and in some other operations which must con- 
sider the whole tape. 
3. THE SIMULATION 
This description of the simulation will, in many places, be left fairly 
vague where any reasonable interpretation will be fast enough for our pur- 
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poses; where precision is necessary, the RAM program will be given in 
RAM algol (Cook and Reckhow, 1973) augmented by recursion, multi- 
dimensional arrays and multiplication and division instructions. It will be 
shown that these features can be translated into strict RAM algol at no 
significant cost, at least in the way they are used here. 
The description is written as if the value of T is known, but, if T happens 
to be hard to compute, the simulation can be carried out repeatedly for 2 i 
steps as if T were 2 i ( i= 1, 2, 3,...) until some simulation does terminate. 
This will only produce a linear increase in the time bound, provided the 
ideas of Section 4 are utilised to limit the time used in recording the time 
taken by the simulated machine. 
3.1. The Representation of the Turing Machine Configuration 
For simplicity, assume that the Turing machine's tape alphabet is binary; 
if not, it will only slow it down by a linear factor to replace it by an 
equivalent binary machine. In what follows the following integers are used 
frequently: 
b = t(ln T)/4J, 
h = Lbm_], 
P = hb, 
S = the number of TM states, 
t = n + 2L T log S/log TJ + b - 1. 
The tape is divided into "blocks", numbered 0 to It/b], of b symbols and 
actions of the simulating RAM occur at times when the read/write head of 
the simulated machine crosses block boundaries. The position of the first 
block boundary may be at any distance from 1 to b to the right of the 
initial read/write head position. The position chosen will determine the 
number of block boundary crossings in the computation. The position is 
chosen probabilistically to obtain an a~,erage number of boundary 
crossings of T/b; this is the only probabilistic step. 
To ensure that the simulated computation starts at a block boundary, we 
add up to b -  1 extra symbols to the left of the initial tape (different from 
the first symbol of the real tape) and add one extra state to the Turing 
machine to skip these extra symbols. 
Associated with each block is the following information held in RAM 
algol arrays: 
(i) A b bit integer epresenting the contents of each block at some 
time to (not the same for every block) is held in an array 
BLOCK[O:Ft/b]]. 
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(ii) An integer of up to log h bits contains a "history", that is packed 
information about every occasion since to when the read/write head has 
entered the block. The information consists of the direction and TM state 
on entry. (The way of representing these "visits" is chosen so that each one 
has a bit pattern of fixed length O(ln S) and each bit pattern is different 
from all zeros.) 
(iii) An integer of up to h bits holds information about possible 
histories associated with the block configuration held in BLOCK. This is a 
tree of depth (In h) of all possible histories. 
The RAM algol variables holding items (ii) and (iii) depend on the 
division of the TM tape into "pages" consisting of P symbols (or h blocks). 
If the last page boundary crossed was between pages i and i + 1, then items 
(ii) and (iii) for blocks on these pages will be held in arrays HIST, 
POSS[0 :2h-1] .  For each other page, the values for all blocks on 
the page are packed together and held in arrays PAGEHIST, 
PAGEPOSS[0 : [t/P7]. Elements of these last two arrays consist of up to 
b bits. 
The representation f the TM configuration is completed by the follow- 
ing scalar variables: 
STATE: The current TM state or one of two special values 
ACCEPT, REJECT if the TM has halted, 
DIRECTION: The direction of the last block boundary crossing (0 
for left or 1 for right), 
PAGENUM, POSITION and PAGESTART: The last page boun- 
dary crossing was between pages PAGENUM and PAGENUM+ 1; 
PAGESTART=PAGENUM • h; PAGESTART+POSITION is the 
block number of the block into which the read/write head moved at the 
last block boundary crossing. 
3.2. The Representation of the Turing Machine 
The description of the Turing machine to be simulated is kept in two 
separate forms. Originally tables indexed by state and symbol hold the 
appropriate new state, new symbol and direction to move in a conven- 
tional way. 
These tables may be initialised by straight line code in the RAM 
program, by input read by the RAM program after reading the initial tape 
or, a possibility explored in Section 4, they may be determined from the 
initial tape. 
The second or "fast" form of the machine description is the one actually 
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used during the simulation. It is derived from the first form, depends on the 
value of T and is chosen to speed the required transformations on the data 
structures described in Section 3.1. The information required is: 
TREE [0 : 2 b -  1J--the tree of possible histories for each of the 2 b 
possible block configurations. 
OUTSTATE, OUTDIRECTION [0 : 2 h -  1, 0 :h -  1, 1 : S, 0 : 1 ] -  
given a history tree, a partial history, a state and a direction, these two 
arrays describe the outcome, if the read/write head enters a block, for 
which the history tree is appropriate, after the partial history has already 
taken place, in the specified state and from the specified direction. 
NEWH [-0 : 2 h -  1, 0 :h - 1, 1 : S, 0 : 1J-- in the same circumstances as 
the previous arrays, this gives the appropriate new history, including this 
last entry to the block, or h if the history would exceed log h bits. 
NEWBLOCK [0 :2  b - l ,0 :h -1 ] - the  new value for the b bit 
integer representing a block given the old value and the history of entries 
to the block since. 
3.3. Overview of the Simulation 
The operation of the RAM consists of the following steps: 
(1) Read the initial TM tape into an array TAPE and record its 
length n. 
(2) Compute T(n), b, h, and P. 
(3) Set up the arrays containing the original form of Turing machine 
description and find S. 
(4) Compute the fast form of machine description. 
(5) Pack the binary symbols in TAPE into b bit integers in BLOCK 
(with a number (chosen probabilistically less than b) of extra symbols 
before the first tape symbol). 
(6) Initialise scalars. 
(7) The simulation proper. 
(8) Print the result (1 represents accepting the input and 2 represents 
rejecting it according to (Cook and Reckhow, 1973)). 
Of these we will only discuss in detail those whose contribution to the 
asymptotic time of the simulation is significant or unclear. (1) takes time 
O(n In n) and so does (5). (4) does not contribute significantly to the time 
but, since that is not entirely clear, it is discussed in Section 3.4. (7) is the 
most interesting step and dominates the overall time unless T is small and 
(1) dominates. 
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The actions of the simulation proper are described informally in this sec- 
tion and formally in RAM algol in the Appendix. They can be divided into 
four parts, ordinary block boundary crossings, obtaining a new tree for a 
block, finding the new block configuration when a history reaches its space 
limit and page boundary crossings. 
3.3.1. All Block Boundary Crossings 
1. If this crossing crosses a page boundary different from the last 
page boundary crossed, deal with page boundary. 
2. If POSS does not hold a history tree then get a new history tree. 
3. Look up OUTSTATE, etc. to determine appropriate action on 
this entry. 
4. Look up NEWH for new history value; if no valid one found, deal 
with history exhausted. 
5. Update STATE, DIRECTION, POSITION, HIST according to 
values looked up. 
3.3.2. New History Required 
Look it up in TREE. 
3.3.3. History Exhausted 
1. Look up new block in NEWBLOCK. 
2. Clear POSS. 
3.3.4. Page Boundary 
Pack HIST and POSS value for "paged out" page and store. 
Move other paged in page's HIST and POSS values into vacated 
. 
2. 
space. 
3. 
4. 
Load new PAGEHIST and PAGEPOSS values and unpack. 
Update PAGENUM, PAGESTART and POSITION. 
3.3.5. Packing and Unpacking 
The efficient implementation of the page boundary crossing operation 
requires efficient procedures for packing several integers into one and the 
reverse. These procedures are best thought of as recursive though they can 
easily be coded non-recursively (see Appendix). To pack n integers of l bits, 
simply pack the first n + 2, pack the last n -  n ÷ 2 and add the first result to 
2 l~n+2/ times the second. To reverse the process, find the quotient and 
remainder when the nl bit number is divided by 2 t~n ÷ 2) and unpack each of 
them recursively. 
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3.4. Building the Fast Form of Machine Description 
3.4.1. Algorithms 
The fast form of machine description is constructed in three stages. First, 
arrays are constructed describing the result of every possible single visit to 
a block by the read/write head. Second, the trees of possible histories are 
constructed recursively. Finally the arrays OUTSTATE, OUTDIREC- 
TION, NEWH and NEWBLOCK are formed. 
The outcome of a visit by the read/write head to a block depends on the 
block configuration on entry, the direction of entry and the state on entry. 
All possible outcomes are stored in two arrays OUT, OUTBLOCK 
[0 : 2 b -  1, 0 : 1, 1 : S]. OUT contains either two integers packed together, 
the direction of exit and the state on exit or one of three special values 
ACCEPT, REJECT or LOOPING. These arrays can be computed by 
naive simulation with a counter which detects looping if it reaches 2bbS. 
All 2S OUT values for one block are packed together and constitute the 
depth 0 tree for that block. The tree of depth (d+ 1) for a block is con- 
structed by packing together the depth 0 tree for that block and the depth 
d trees for each of the 2S blocks recorded in OUTBLOCK as obtainable 
from this block in a single head visit. The tree of maximum depth occupy- 
ing up to h bits (O(ln(h/Sln S)/ln 2S)= O(ln h/ln 2S) on the assumption 
that h > (S log S) 2) is stored in array TREE. 
The trees once constructed can be traversed by a simple recursive 
procedure which has local variables for the partial history and the block 
configuration resulting from it. The values for OUTSTATE, OUTDIREC- 
TION and NEWH are obtained easily at each node in the tree and NEW- 
BLOCK is obtained at terminal nodes. 
3.4.2. Machine Independent Data Structures 
This section describes ome arrays which are useful for improving the 
efficiency of the simulation by storing freituently needed values. These 
values are independent of the particular machine being simulated though 
the size of the arrays does depend on the value of T. Their purpose is to 
enable the multiplication and division instructions and multi-dimensional 
arrays to be translated into strict RAM algol. 
3.4.2.1. Multiplication and Division. The only uses of multiplication and 
division have been multiplication and division by powers of 2. Accordingly 
two arrays are used to look up the results of these operations; 
PROD[i, j ]  = i2 i and QUOTE/, j ]  = i -  2 j. 
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To be able to deal with the packing and unpacking operations, these 
need sizes: 
PROD[0 : 2 h~h+2), 0 : h2/2]; 
QUOT[0 :2  h2, 0 : h2/2]. 
These arrays are easily initialised by loops without multiplication or 
division instructions. 
3.4.2.2. Multi-dimensional Arrays. Multi-dimensional arrays are flat- 
tened into one dimension and every reference to an element such as A [i, j ]  
becomes a reference to Air(i, j)], where f is the flattening function. It is 
convenient to choose f independent of the array size and such that the cost 
of a reference to A[f(i, j)] is O(number of bits in larger of i,j). This is 
achieved by using the diagonal function f ( i , j )=( i+j) ( i+j+ 1)+2+i .  
Three dimensional arrays can then use f'(i,j, k)=f( i , f ( j ,  k)), etc. The 
"triangular" numbers x(x + 1)+2 are stored in a one dimensional array 
TRIANG. TRIANG needs an upper bound of max(2b+h2/2,  h -  1 + 
( (S+l ) (S+2)+2+h-1) ( (S+l ) (S+2)+2+h)+2) )  and is easily 
initialised in a loop involving no multiplication i structions. 
3.5. The Time Required for the Simulation 
3.5.1. Preliminaries 
The primary question of interest concerning the time is how it varies 
with T but, for Section 4, it will be necessary also to know how it varies 
according to the machine being simulated. Having restricted our attention 
to machines with a binary alphabet, we are left with the number of states S 
as the only aspect of the machine to affect the simulation time. 
It has already been shown how the use made of multiplication and 
division instructions and multi-dimensional rrays only increases RAM 
instruction times by a linear factor provided the necessary arrays are 
present. The use made of recursion to traverse a history tree used no local 
array variables so that it is easy to translate that into a non-recursive 
procedure using an array for the stack, giving an extra cost of 
O(ln(recursiondepth)) at each procedure entry and exit and at each 
reference to a local variable. 
All the arrays used for machine descriptions and machine independent 
values have $20(T1/22 °On r)) elements of O(ln t) + log S bits. Thus the total 
cost of setting them all up as outlined in Section 3.4 will be S30(T 4/5) say. 
Hence the total cost of all operations except step (7) the simulation proper 
is S30(T 4/5) + O(n In n). 
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3.5.2. The Simulation Proper 
The number of block boundary crossings is T/b on average and the 
proportion of these causing the history exhausted procedure to be called is 
at most the reciprocal of the depth of the history tree. The number of calls 
of new-history can exceed this by at most [-t/b-]. The number of page boun- 
dary crossings may be close to T but calls on the page boundary procedure 
must be separated by at least P steps giving at most TIP such calls. 
The cost of a call on block boundary, excluding the other procedures 
called from it, is O(h) giving a total cost due to these of 
O(Th/b) = O( T/ln 1/2 T). 
The cost of a call on new history is O(b). Thus the total cost due to these 
calls is 
O(b x Tin 2S/b in h) + O(b x t/b) = O(Tln S/ln h). 
The cost of a call on history exhausted is O(b) giving a total of 
O(Tln S/ln h ). 
The cost of a call on page boundary is dominated by the cost of packing 
and unpacking which, by inspection of the code in the Appendix or by the 
discussion above on recursion, is seen to be 
O(h x ln(P/b) x P/b) = O(h 2 In h) = O(ln Tln In T). 
Therefore the total cost of these calls is 
O(ln Tln In Tx  T/P)= O(Tln In T/ln 1/2 r). 
Putting together the costs of all the parts, we conclude that the total cost 
of the simulation of a fixed 1TTM is on average O(max(n In n, T/ln in T)). 
4. LANGUAGE RECOGNITION PROBLEMS 
It is obvious from the existence of the simulation that the following 
theorem holds under the logarithmic ost function. 
THEOREM 1. I f  a language is recognised in time T(n) by a deterministic 
1TTM, it is recognised by a probabilistic RAM in expected time 
O(max(n In n, T(n)/ln In T(n))). 
In the absence of a strong hierarchy theorem for 1TTMs, however, this 
theorem does not imply that any languages are recognised faster by RAMs 
than by 1TTMs. That conclusion will follow from the theorems later in this 
section. 
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4.1. General Methods for Strict Containment Results 
The idea of what follows is to take a language such as { C: C is a binary 
string of length n coding a 1TTM which halts on C in T(n) steps}, show by 
a simple argument that no 1TTM recognises it in time T and then use the 
simulation to show a RAM which recognises it in time much less than T. 
However there is a problem in that n may be too small for the simulation 
to work at all or too small to obtain the desired speedup. Moreover the 
simulation must be modified to record the number of steps of the simulated 
machine. 
First, we consider the problem of n being too small. Following the 
method used by (Cook and Reckhow, 1973) to code RAM programs, we 
choose a coding of 1TTMs such that every machine has arbitrarily long 
binary strings encoding it. To do this we choose a simple coding with some 
non-trivial syntactic structure and say that an arbitrary string encodes the 
same 1TTM as its longest syntactically correct initial substring. The issue 
of excluding short strings will be covered in the next two subsections. 
Modifying the simulation to record the number of steps taken by the 
1TTM is not difficult. The tables describing the machine's behaviour need 
to include not only information about possible changes to blocks but also 
the number of steps in which the change occurs. Some care is needed; 
however, to ensure that the recording of the number of steps and stopping 
the simulation after the 1TTM has taken T(n) steps do not take a time 
which increases the total simulation time unacceptably. The question s 
which need careful attention are (i) when the time taken is updated in the 
course of the simulation and (ii) when and how it is tested whether the 
1TTM has exceeded T(n) steps. 
(i) The number of steps taken in visiting a block is added to a 
global count whenever the record of possible histories of the block is 
exhausted. A new table is needed for this which gives the number of steps 
as determined by the old block configuration and the actual history. The 
cost of dealing with exhaustion of the record of possible histories is thereby 
increased but only by a linear factor. 
(ii) If the simulated machine does halt, it is necessary to check 
whether the time taken was ~< T(n). All blocks which the read/write head 
has ever visited must be checked and the unexhausted history (if any) used 
to determine the number of steps taken since the last exhaustion of the 
record of possible histories. 
The cost of this may be considerable but not more than the basic 
simulation. The unpacking of histories costs the same as the original pack- 
ing and the cost of adding to the time for each block gives a total small 
compared with the original simulation because of the known bound on the 
amount of tape used. 
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This operation of calculating the total time and rejecting the input if the 
time exceeds T(n) is carried out also whenever the number of block boun- 
dary crossings processed is a multiple of [-T/(size of a block in bits)-]. This 
is often enough to keep the simulation costs down when the simulated 
machine does not halt in T(n) steps but rare enough (on average less than 
once) for the additional cost incurred still to be less than the basic 
simulation cost. As in (Cook and Reckhow, 1973), the number of block 
boundary crossings is stored as an array of bits rather than a single integer 
so as to reduce the average cost of incrementing it to O(1). 
4.2. The Deterministic Case 
The details of the simulation show that the simulation time has 
two components one of them O(nlnn)+S30(T 4/5) and the other 
In S × O(T/ln In T) provided (S log S) 2 < ]L_log T/4_Jml. From the 
discussion above, this will still be so when the simulation is modified to 
time the simulated machine. Therefore there are constants To, cl, c2, c3 
such that whenever T> To, the total simulation time is less than 
c~ S3T ~/s + c2 In S × T/ln In T+ c3n In n. 
THEOREM 2a. I f  T 1 and T2 are two functions uch that 
(i) Tl(n) and T2(n ) are both RAM-constructable with (logarithmic) 
cost O(T2(n)), 
(ii) l imn~ Tl(n)/lnln T~(n) T2(n)=0, 
(iii) lim, ~ ~ n In n/Tz(n) = O, 
(iv) lim._~ ~ T1(n ) = ~,  
then the following language L is not recognised by any deterministic 1TTM 
in time o(T1) but is recognised by a probabilistic RAM in expected 
(logarithmic) time O(T2): 
{D: 
(i) D is a coding of a deterministic binary alphabet 1TTM (M say) 
with S states 
(ii) ID[ =n, 
(iii) T2(n) > cl S3T4/S(n) + c2 In S × Tl(n)/ln In Tl(n), 
(iv) Tl(n)> To, 
(v) (Slog S) 2 < ][_log Tl(n)/4_]l/2_J, 
(vi) M halts on D within Tl(n) steps}. 
Proof. (a) Suppose a deterministic 1TTM ML recognises L in time 
o(Tl). Then it is easy to modify M L to obtain M* a 1TTM with a binary 
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alphabet which halts within o(T~) steps on inputs not in L and does not 
halt on other inputs. M* has a coding C of length n great enough that (iii), 
(iv) and (v) hold and M* halts within time T1(n) on C if it halts at all. 
Now M* halts within time Tl(n) on C iff CCL. But C~L iff M* halts 
within time T~(n) on C. The contradiction proves the supposition wrong so 
that no 1TTM recognises L in time o(T~). 
(b) All the work to show that L is recognised in time O(7~) by a 
probabilistic RAM has already been done. Since Tl(n) and T2(n) are con- 
structable in time O(T2(n)), conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) are easily checked 
in time O(Tz(n)). If these three conditions hold, we know that the 
simulation can be carried out in time O(T2(n)) to decide condition (vi). 
4.3. The Non-deterministic Case 
The argument here is very similar. The total simulation cost will be less 
than c(T/ln T)f(S)  for T> To for some polynomial function f 
THEOREM 2b. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
If 71 and T2 satisfy 
Tl(n) and T2(n ) are both RAM constructable in time O(T2(n)), 
lim. ~ .  Tl(n)/T2(n) In Tl(n ) = 0, 
l imn~,  n In n/T2(n)=0, 
limn ~ ~ Tl(n) > To, 
then the following language L is not recognised by any deterministic 1 TTM 
in time o(T1) but is recognised by a non-deterministic RAM in time 0(7"2): 
{D: 
(i) D is a coding of a deterministic 1TTM (M say) with binary 
alphabet and S states, 
(ii) ID I =n, 
(iii) T2(n) > c(T/ln T) f(S), 
(iv) Tl(n)> To, 
(v) M halts on D within Tl(n ) steps}. 
The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 2a and is omitted apart 
from the comment hat the theorem concerns deterministic 1TTMs rather 
than non-deterministic ones because the set of languages recognised by 
deterministic 1TTMs in time O(Tl(n)) is closed under complementation 
but the same is not known to be true for non-deterministic recognition. 
4.4. Slowly Growing Time Functions 
Theorem 2a shows that for any "reasonable" function f ("reasonable" 
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meaning n ln(n)=o(f(n)) and f is RAM constructable in time 
O(f(n)/ln(n))), at least one of the following propositions i true: 
PROPOSITION 1. There are languages of time complexity o(f) on a multi- 
tape TM but f2(f) on a 1TTM. 
PROPOSITION 2. There are languages of time complexity o(f) on a RAM 
but f2(f) on a TM. 
PROPOSITION 3. There are languages of time complexity o(f) on a 
probabilistic RAM but f2(f) on a deterministic RAM. 
If we restrict our attention further to "slowly growing .... very reasonable" 
functions f (here defined as f in + 1)= O(f(n)) and f (n) is computable on a 
1TTM in time O(f(n+2)/ln(f(n))), then we can make a slightly stronger 
conclusion, namely that there is one of Propositions 1to 3 which is true for 
all slowly growing very reasonable functions. The proof is simply to con- 
sider some function T(n) which is not slowly growing (for instance n n) and 
show by a padding argument that any of the propositions which is true for 
T is also true for any slowly growing reasonable function. (If L c (0, 1)* is 
an example of the truth of one of the propositions for T, then L '= 
{AB: A eL, B~ (2)*,f(LABI)<<. T(IAI) <f(IABI + 1)} is an example of the 
same proposition for the very reasonable slowly growing function f The 
"very reasonable" condition ensures that a 1TTM can compute in time 
O(T(n)) the number of Bs required to pad an input of length n by first 
finding a power of 2 which is an upper bound on the number and then 
using binary search.) 
5. THE VARIANCE OF THE SIMULATION TIME 
5.1. The Variance for the Basic Simulation 
Although the average time of the simulation described so far is 
O(T/lnln T), it has two closely related and possibly undesirable charac- 
teristics: first, the worst case simulation time is much greater than T and 
second, the variance in the simulation time can be very large, depending on 
the actual pattern of block boundary crossings executed by a particular 
machine. Both of these characteristics show up worst in the case of a 
machine which crosses the same boundary between two tape cells on nearly 
all steps; such a machine can easily exist and has a worst case simulation 
time of order TIn T/ln In T wth probability l/b, that is 4/ln T giving a 
variance of order T 2 In T/(ln In T) 2. In other words the standard eviation 
of the simulation time is about In 1/2 T times the average. 
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One attempt o avoid this problem would be to combine this simulation 
with the deterministic O(T) simulation in (Hopcroft et aL, 1975) either by 
running the two in parallel or by trying the probabilistic simulation until it 
had used time T and then running the deterministic one if the probabilistic 
one had failed. This would certainly give a simulation whose average time 
was still O(T/ln In T). The worst variance would now occur on 1TTMs 
which favoured O(ln T/In In T) adjacent tape cells giving a probability 
l/In In T of taking time T with variance of order T2/ln In T. This has 
reduced the standard eviation in the time to In ~/2 In T times the average. 
A much more drastic modification of the simulation will now be 
described which reduces the standard deviation to O(average). This is 
achieved by changing from one initial probabilistic decision which deter- 
mines the whole course of the simulation to a large number of decisions 
made independently throughout the course of the simulation. 
5.2. The Modified Simulation 
5.2.1. Varying Block Sizes. The first modification is to ensure that the 
boundaries between blocks, instead of being spaced uniformly b apart, are 
chosen independently. To ensure this, the tape is divided deterministically 
into "sections" of length b -2  and an independent probabilistic hoice is 
made to place one block boundary somewhere within each section. This of 
course produces blocks of different sizes but the modifications required to 
the simulation to deal with this are trivial. Since the maximum possible 
block size is b, the time required for preliminary computation of tables and 
the average time required to deal with a block boundary crossing are not 
significantly altered; since the number of blocks has only been doubled, the 
number of block boundary crossings has doubled. Thus this modification 
has left the mean simulation time at O(T/ln In T). It has not yet improved 
the variance in the worst case. 
5.2.2. Moving Block Boundaries. The next step is to ensure that the 
position of the block boundary in a particular section at one time is 
independent of its position at another time provided the two times are suf- 
ficiently separated. This is achieved by, from time to time, moving block 
boundaries. To move a block boundary, it is necessary (i) to decide the 
current symbols on the tape in both the blocks separated by this boundary 
(from their information in BLOCK and HIST), (ii) probabilistically decide 
where the new boundary is to be and (iii) update BLOCK, POSS, and 
HIST appropriately. 
On the assumption (implicit in the above description) that the blocks on 
either side of the boundary are in paged in pages, the cost of this operation 
will be of the same order as a call on the procedures new-history or 
history-exhausted, that is O(ln T). Thus the process of moving a block 
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boundary can be carried out O(T/ln Tin in T) times without significantly 
altering the simulation time. 
5.2.3. When to Move Block Boundaries. If a naive decision were made 
to move a block boundary whenever procedure history-exhausted is called 
for a block adjacent o the boundary, this certainly would reduce the 
variance for very many 1TTMs which currently produce the worst possible 
variance. However there might be some 1TTMs for which this is not so 
since this decision would introduce some dependency between the times 
when one boundary and its neighbouring boundaries were moved. Instead 
each boundary should be moved whenever the number of TM steps within 
the section containing the boundary is a multiple of in Tln in T (subse- 
quently called 6); thus the times when a boundary is moved are entirely 
independent of all the probabilistic hoices. 
Implementing this decision on when boundaries are to be moved com- 
plicates the simulation considerably (but without increasing its com- 
plexity!). For each section there must be maintained a count of the number 
of TM steps taken within it (modulo 6) and these counts must be packed 
and unpacked like POSS and HIST values at page boundary crossings. 
The description of the 1TTM must be radically changed to facilitate the 
updating of these section counts and to deal with the likelihood that a 
boundary move is required with the TM read/write head in the interior of a 
block. 
It is now necessary to have tabulated the outcome of the computation 
for every possible block, not only if the block is entered from left or right 
but also for slices of the computation starting with the head at any 
specified position in the interior of the block. The outcome must include 
not only the modified history and direction and state on exit but also (i) 
the number of steps taken (if not more than 26), (ii) for each position 
where the block might be split between two parts in two tape sections, how 
the number of steps is apportioned between the two sections and (iii) for 
any number X of steps up to the number taken in one part (or 6 if that is 
less) what would be the symbols in the block, the TM state, the position of 
the read/write head and the number of steps taken in the other part after 
exactly X steps have been taken in this part. 
Setting up these larger tables still takes time o(T/ln In T) and with them 
the simulation can proceed with the number of calls of history-exhausted, 
new-history or block boundary moves being O(T/ln Tln ln T) and their 
cost being O(ln T). 
5.3. Analysis of the Variance 
The most interesting, though it turns out not the largest, contribution to 
the variance comes from the variance in BB, the number of block boundary 
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crossings. We know that the time of the simulation is dominated by 
O(BB In T/In In T) since the average cost of dealing with a boundary cross- 
ing is O(ln T/ln In T). We regard BB as the sum of T random variables, 
each corresponding to one step of the 1TTM and equal to 1, if that step 
crossed a block boundary and 0 otherwise. 
Each of these random variables has probability 1/(b+2) of being equal 
to 1. We write this value as/~ and conclude that each of the variables has 
mean = p and variance < ~t. 
Each of the variables is independent ofall the variables corresponding to
TM steps in different ape sections and also independent of all except 
(5 -1)  steps in its own section. For those pairs which are dependent the 
covariance is less than #. Hence var(BB) < T# + T~# = O(Tln in T). 
Now for the variance in the total time we can simply say E(total 
simulation time 2) ~< E(BB 2) × (maximum possible average time to deal with 
a boundary crossing) 2 = O(TZ/ln 2 T) O(ln 2 T/ln 2 In T) = O(TZ/ln 2 In T). 
Hence we can conclude that 
standard eviation of simulation time 
=0(1). 
expected simulation time 
However the way in which this result was derived shows that most of the 
variance comes from the fact that some block boundaries are much cheaper 
to deal with than is implied by the value of the constant in our upper 
bound of O(ln T/ln In T), for instance because the cost of a call on new 
history probably depends on the size of the block involved. A more 
satisfactory statement of the variation in the simulation is to state 
simulation time -- O(ln T/ln In T) BB, 
where E(BB)= O(T/ln T) and 
standard eviation(BB) 
= O(ln Tln 1/2 in T/T1/2), 
E(BB) 
6. FURTHER RESEARCH 
The weak conclusions presented here leave open very many questions 
about simulations of one machine by another and containment ofone class 
of languages in another. 
The o(T) simulations given appear to rely heavily on the single tape 
limitations of the Turing machine, on the use of random access tore and 
on some degree of non-determinism. This suggests three interesting 
questions: can a single tape deterministic machine be simulated by a multi- 
tape non-deterministic machine or a deterministic random access machine, 
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and can a deterministic multi-tape machine be simulated by a non-deter- 
ministic or even alternating RAM in time o(T)? The last question is the 
most interesting iven the general acceptance of the multi-tape Turing 
machine as the standard model for discussing complexity. (Paul and 
Reischuk, 1980) have shown an o(T) simulation of a multi-tape machine by 
an alternating Turing machine but it is not clear that this gives an o(T) 
simulation by a logarithmic ost alternating RAM. 
Another interesting class of problems concerns results about languages 
like Theorems 2a and 2b. For instance can the non-deterministic 
simulation be used to show languages recognised much faster by non-deter- 
ministic RAMs than by non-deterministic Turing machines? 
APPENDIX: RAM ALGOL CODE FOR THE SIMULATION PROVER 
procedure simulation; 
begin 
procedure block-boundary; comment manipulates data of O(ln h) bits; 
begin integer PO, HI; 
if POSITION = -1 or POSITION = h + h then page-boundary; 
if POSS[POSITION] = 0 then new-history; 
PO := POSSEPOSITION]; HI := HIST[POSITION]; 
NEWSTATE := OUTSTATEEPO, HI, STATE, DIRECTION]; 
NEWDIRN := OUTDIRECTION[PO, HI, STATE, DIRECTION]; 
NEWHIST := NEWH[PO, HI, STATE, DIRECTION]; 
if NEWHIST = h then history-exhausted; 
STATE := NEWSTATE; DIRECTION := NEWDIRN; 
HIST[POSITION] := NEWHIST; 
POSITION := POSITION + (if DIRECTION = 0 then - 1 else 1) 
end; 
procedure new-history; comment manipulates data of O(b) bits; 
begin 
POSS [-POSITION] 
:= TREE [BLOCK [ PAGESTART + POSITION ] ]; 
HISTEPOSITION] := 0 
end; 
procedure history-exhausted; comment manipulates data of O(b) bits; 
begin 
BLOCK[PAGESTART + POSITION] := 
NEWBLOCK [BLOCK [ PAGESTART + POSITION ], 
HIST[-POSITION] ]; 
POSS[POSITION] := 0; 
end; 
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procedure page-boundary; comment manipulates data of O(h 2) bits; 
begin integer i; 
if POSITION = h + h then 
begin comment page out the earlier of the two pages; 
pack (0, h, POSS, PAGEPOSS[PAGENUM], h); 
pack (0, h, HIST, PAGEHIST[PAGENUM], log h); 
for i := 0 step 1 until h - 1 do 
begin POSS[i] := POSS[i + h]; HIST[i] := HIST[i + h] end; 
PAGENUM := PAGENUM + 1; 
PAGESTART := PAGESTART + h; 
unpack (h, h, POSS, PAGEPOSS[PAGENUM + 1], h); 
unpack (h, h, HIST, PAGEHIST[PAGENUM + 1 ], log h); 
position := h 
end 
else 
begin 
comment POSITION = -1, page out the later page; 
pack (h, h, POSS, PAGEPOSS[PAGENUM + 1], h), 
pack (h, h, HIST, PAGEHIST[PAGENUM + 1], log h); 
for i := 0 step 1 until h - 1 do 
begin POSS[ i+h]  := POSS[i]; H IST[ i+h]  := HIST[i] end; 
PAGENUM := PAGENUM-  1; 
PAGESTART := PAGESTART - h; 
unpack (0, h, POSS, PAGEPOSS[PAGENUM], h); 
unpack (0, h, HIST, PAGEHIST[PAGENUM], log h); 
POSITION := h -  1 
end 
end; 
comment body of simulation; 
repeat block-boundary until STATE = ACCEPT 
or STATE = REJECT 
end; 
procedure pack (first, n, SOURCE, DESTINATION, I); 
value first, n, l; 
integer first, n, DESTINATION, 1; 
integer array SOURCE; 
begin comment pack the n/-bit numbers in array SOURCE starting from 
SOURCE[first] into DESTINATION at a cost of O(nl In n); 
integer froml, from2, too; 
while n > I do 
begin froml := first; from2 := first + 1; too := first; 
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repeat SOURCE[ too]  := SOURCE[ f roml  ] + PROD[SOURCE 
[from2],  l]; froml := froml + 2; from2 := from2 + 2; 
too := too + 1 
until from2 >~ first + n; 
if from2 = first + n then SOURCE[ too]  := SOURCE[ f roml  1; 
l := l+I;  n := QUOT[n  + 1, 1] comment (n+ 1)+2;  
end; 
DEST INAT ION := SOURCE[f i rs t ]  
end; 
procedure unpack (first, n, DEST INAT ION,  SOURCE,  l); 
value first, n, SOURCE,  l ;  
integer first, n, SOURCE,  1; 
integer array DEST INAT ION;  
begin integer i, num, split; 
comment unpack the nl-bit integer SOURCE into n 
elements of DEST INAT ION;  
DEST INAT ION[ f i r s t ]  := SOURCE;  
num := n; 
repeat num := QUOT[num + 1, 11; 1 := l+  l until hum = 2; 
comment l has been multiplied by the greatest power of 2 less than n; 
num := 1; 
repeat 
for i := num step -1  until 1 do 
begin 
split := DESTINATION[ f i r s t  + i -  11; 
if i+  i -  1 < n then DESTINATION[ f i rs t  +i+i -  1 ] := 
QUOT [split, 11; 
if i + i - 2 < n then 
DESTINATION[ f i rs t  + i + i - 21 := 
split - PROD[QUOT[sp l i t ,  I], 1] 
end; 
hum := num+ num; 
l := QUOT[ / ,  11 comment l+2 
until num >/n 
end; 
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